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Summary Summary 

Disputationn by decree 

Onn the public theological debates between Reformed ministers 
andd D.V. Coornhert commissioned by the States of Holland 
(1577-1583) ) 

Everr since his entry into public life, the complex figure of Dirck 
Volckertszoonn Coornhert (1522-1590) has fascinated friend and foe 
alike.. The British historian Jonathan Israel has aptly labelled him a 
'controversialist',, referring to the numerous conflicts in which Coornhert 
foundd himself embroiled. Ministers of the public Dutch Reformed 
Church,, then still very much in its infant days, were often at the receiving 
endd of Coornhert's scathing criticism. Most famously, he accused these 
churchmenn of harbouring plans to establish a 'Genevan Inquisition' in 
thee Netherlands. They reciprocated by describing Coornhert as a 
boastfull  'philistine', who — in spite of his 'ravings' - posed a serious 
threatt to their church. From 1572 onwards, Coornhert openly challenged 
thee Reformed ministers, leading to the publication of several polemical 
tracts.. Only twice did the warring parties come face to face. In 1578 and 
15833 the States of Holland gave orders for public disputations to be held 
inn Leiden and The Hague respectively. Both events would turn out to be 
spectacularr gatherings in which Coornhert opposed the foremost 
ministerss of his day. 

Historianss of the Dutch Revolt seem to be in general agreement 
aboutt the interpretation of these public debates. Up until now 
Coornhert'ss well-known 'crusade' for religious toleration has provided 
thee framework for historical analysis. This approach has been standard 
everr since the Dutch historian Hendrik Bonger published his book on 
thee life and times of Coornhert in 1978. Epithets that have so far been 
appliedd to the disputations in Leiden and The Hague, range from 
'constraintt on trial' to 'toleration exemplified'. This line of interpretation 
hass taken on a lif e of its own. Supposedly, the States of Holland proved 
susceptiblee to Coornhert's views on toleration by giving him the 
opportunityy to speak out publicly against the Dutch Reformed Church. 
Moreover,, the ministers opposing Coornhert, have remained inseparable 
fromm the latter's carefully construed Feindbild of hair-splitting dogmatists, 
whoo were hungry for power above all else. 

Ass the prevailing scholarly view of the disputations in Leiden and 
Thee Hague rests solely on Coornhert's partisan account of the 
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proceedings,, a more balanced interpretation of these important events is 
calledd for. This study proposes a new point of departure, which wil l 
involvee breaking away from a Coornhert-centred reading of the debates 
whilee focusing on the formal status of the disputations instead. Also, 
neww source material wil l be taken into consideration. In this thesis two 
introductoryy chapters (chapters 1 and 2) deal with the historiographical 
andd methodological issues at stake. In the first chapter the reader wil l 
alsoo find a survey of the political, religious and intellectual issues which 
determinedd late sixteenth-century Dutch culture. 

Officiall  documents testify to Coornhert's rather isolated position on his 
returnn to Holland in 1577. Though he seems to have found considerable 
supportt for his ideas, and even counted a number of prominent regents 
amongg his intimate friends, the States of Holland were not at all charmed 
byy Coornhert's criticism of the 'official' Dutch Reformed Church. 
Furthermore,, the undecided war against Spain left littl e room for critics 
suchh as Coornhert, whose loyalty to the Revolt was repeatedly 
questioned.. As a result, the States had already decided on an official 
investigationn into Coornhert's 'subversive' religious writings within a year 
off  his arrival in Haarlem. It is barely likely that such a suspect individual 
couldd have forced the States into commissioning the debates in Leiden 
andd The Hague. Credit is due to the Dutch historian E.H. Kossmann for 
exposingg the alleged liberty-myth'. He claimed that the States of Holland 
neverr acted out of a principled quest for liberty. The case of the Leiden 
andd The Hague disputations may illustrate just that. 

Thee disputations under consideration were each set up as a series 
off  formal meetings of a temporary (ad hoc) government committee, 
issuedd with a full mandate by the States of Holland. In the case of the 
Thee Hague disputation, the States' commission - issued by decree 
{ordonnantie){ordonnantie) — has survived. It helps to explain the States' decision to 
alloww the disputation to go ahead, and is important for understanding the 
naturee of the relationship between church and state in late sixteenth-
centuryy Holland. Research into the Leiden disputation and wider issues 
concernedd with it, has also shown the benefits of a closer look at printed 
sourcee material. A number of manuscripts, kept in the Delft municipal 
archives,, provided crucial information. We can now put an end to 
speculationn about who initiated the Leiden and The Hague debates. 
Evidently,, a number of Delft ministers - joined by the Flemish 
theologiann Adrianus Saravia in 1582 — persuaded members of the States 
off  Holland to set up these disputations. The churchmen remained in 
closee contact with the States during the preparatory stages of the Leiden 
andd The Hague debates, which clearly bear their mark. 
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Thee disputations in Leiden and The Hague wil l be considered here 
ass instances of the religious policy of the States of Holland. The full 
extentt and nature of the States' interference with church matters - and 
religiouss issues in general — during the early stages of the Revolt, is still 
unclear.. So far, historical research into the nature of the States' 
governmentt has focused on institutional aspects and political and 
financiall  decision-making. Judging from a number of late sixteen th-
centuryy sources, one might even wonder whether the States' dealings 
withh the Reformed Church merit further attention. Reformed ministers 
att times complained bitterly about the States' inertia with regard to 
matterss of religion. These remarks, however, may also be taken as 
indicativee of a deeply-felt bond between church and state. The ministers 
turnedd to the States as their natural ally in protecting the 'true religion'. 
Wee should keep in mind that Coornhert did likewise: he obviously 
sharedd the ministers' conviction that secular government should help to 
establishh the Truth in religious matters. Of course, as regards the precise 
naturee of the true religion and true church, he chose to differ radically 
fromm the Reformed ministers. 

Thee States of Holland were willin g to assume the role of defensor 
fidei,fidei, but also realised there were potential dangers to doing so. With the 
successs of the Dutch Revolt from 1572 onwards, the Reformed Church 
attainedd the official status of 'public church' in Holland. In most towns 
Romann Catholic practices were banned from public life, though freedom 
off  conscience remained untouched. The Reformed Church never 
functionedd as a proper state church, enforcing membership on all 
citizens.. As a result, only a small minority of the population (not 
exceedingg 10% before 1587) engaged in Reformed worship; a majority 
stilll  associated with Roman Catholicism, though some seem to have felt 
indifferentt towards organised religion altogether. The States struggled to 
establishh a new politico-religious order, while simultaneously preserving 
concordd in a wartime situation. Coornhert vehemendy criticised the 
legitimacyy of the Reformed Church. In so doing, he laid bare the gteat 
politicall  and religious tension in society, which the States were trying so 
desperatelyy to assuage. The Leiden and The Hague disputations should 
bee regarded as a means to that end, though the States were well aware 
thatt these debates might also — paradoxically — have had the opposite 
effectt and even become the cause of public disturbances. 

Inn the course of the sixteenth century, secular rulers organised 
similarr disputations all over Europe, from Poland to Poissy. They either 
hopedd to legitimise the Reformation process in their territories, or settle 
ann ongoing religious conflict. In either case, disputations should be 
regardedd as general Reformation phenomena. Historians abroad — quite 
unlikee their Dutch counterparts - have extensively studied these debates. 
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Inn Germany a modest Historikerstreit developed as different research 
methodss were put forward. Typological surveys and in-depth 
monographss concerned with mostly German and Swiss disputations 
havee provided stimulating reference material for this Dutch contribution 
too an essentially international debate. 

Att the core of this thesis, is an analysis of the Leiden and The Hague 
disputations,, involving a careful reconstruction of their rather 
unpredictablee development (chapters 4 and 6). The events leading up to 
thesee disputations are discussed in two separate chapters (chapters 3 and 

Thee Leiden disputation took place in a redundant church, just off 
thee town's main Rapenburg canal. The building had recently come into 
usee as the home to Leiden's newly established University. However, the 
disputationn was not an academic event. The States of Holland had 
commissionedd two renowned lawyers, Leonard Casembrood (P-1604) 
andd Gerard van Hoogeveen (1524-1580) to preside over the disputation. 
Theyy faced the impossible task of keeping Coornhert in check, which 
hadd already proved extremely difficult during the preliminary talks. 

Inn close collaboration with the Delft ministers Arent Cornelisz. 
(1547-1605)) - 'Crusius' for short - and Reginaldus Donteclock (c.1545-
afterr 1611), the States' commissioners had opted for a debate on a 
prearrangedd status quaestionis. As this would entail a discussion of a 
numberr of general statements about the nature of the true church and 
thee doctrine of justification, Coornhert had tried to change the agenda. 
Hee argued that the Leiden disputation should be regarded as the formal 
continuationn of an unfinished private debate in Delft (February 1578), 
whichh had been cut short due to an intervention by the States of 
Holland.. According to Coornhert, the Delft debate had focused on an 
importantt letter, which he had previously written to Thomas Tilius 
(c.. 1534-1590), a well-respected minister who had temporarily preached 
inn Haarlem. This letter had sparked off the controversy between 
Coornhertt and the ministers. Its title - 'Arguments in favour of my 
opinionn that the Roman church is better than the Reformed church' -
pointss out Coornhert's intentions in Leiden. He had wanted publicly to 
exposee the Reformed Church as a fraudulent sect. The States' 
commissioners,, however, flatly refused to give in to his demands. 
Coornhertt - though grudgingly - had to give way. 

Inn the early hours of Monday, 14 April 1578, a crowd gathered in 
anticipationn of a heated debate. Quite tellingly, armed watchmen were on 
guardd as a precaution against civil unrest. Many churchmen were present, 
alongsidee city magistrates and members of the general public, who had 
beenn carefully screened in advance. The proceedings on this first day of 
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debatingg reflect the antagonism between Coornhert and the ministers. 
Thee churchmen had tried to steer their opponent into the position of 
respondent,respondent, which would not have allowed Coornhert any room for 
manoeuve.. Instead, the ministers themselves — taking the position of 
oppomnsoppomns — could then determine the course of the debate. Coornhert, 
however,, seized the initiative and tried to force the ministers into 
admittingg their adherence to the teachings of Calvin and Beza. Crusius 
andd Donteclock were determined to defend the teachings of Christ, quite 
independentt of any religious grouping. They must have felt Coornhert's 
nextt move coming — he was about to introduce the delicate subject of 
thee killin g of heretics - and tried to steer clear of any association with 
Calvinism. . 

Thee States' commissioners stepped in and forbade Coornhert to 
makee any mention of the Genevan theologians' teachings, though in the 
coursee of the debate — as a slight concession — he was allowed to 
mentionn their names. Subsequendy, a proper debate on the nature of the 
truee church got underway, though it advanced with great difficulty. 
Coornhertt must have felt trapped, and decided on a new course of 
actionn on the second day of the proceedings. Before long, he had 
skillfull yy adjusted his arguments on the validity of the Jewish church to 
fitfit  into his own programme. He proved unstoppable and ended by 
'proving'' his statement that the Reformed Church altogether lacked the 
'substance'' of a true church. 

Accordingg to Coornhert, who published the proceedings of the 
debatee and added his own comments to the notary's authorised report, 
Crusiuss started to blush and stammer. Another confrontation with the 
commissionerss of the States prompted Coornhert to take his leave in a 
flushh of victory. 

Thee Leiden disputation gave way to a bitter polemic, which strengthened 
thee resolve of Crusius and Donteclock never to enter into a debate with 
Coornhertt again. They had always been apprehensive about fighting this 
'pestilentt man' in public, as he was a rhetorically skilled debater. The 
ministerss had to concede that his arguments, though in their view 
nothingg more than a string of fallacies, convinced many believers. 
Coornhertt may have lacked a formal education, but his acute mind and 
vastt knowledge of theology must have daunted Reformed ministers. 
Theirr reluctance against reopening the debate with Coornhert 
neverthelesss soon weakened; in 1579 they agreed to a (private) exchange 
off  manuscripts on the issue of original sin. 

Inn November 1582, Coornhert brought religious tension to a head 
withh the publication of a controversial pamphlet, entitled 'Examination 
off  the Heidelberg Catechism'. By then, the Catechism had already 
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evolvedd into an important text book and manual to Reformed believers. 
Inn his 'Examination', Coornhert put forward a seemingly endless trail of 
argumentss in order to prove his thesis that the Catechism lacked all 
biblicall  grounds. In doing so, he defied the so-called 'book decree', 
issuedd by the States in order to prohibit all religiously subversive 
publications.. Accordingly, the general disapproval among state and 
churchh authorities set in motion a sequence of events, which resulted in 
yett another public disputation. 

Thee disputation in The Hague, however, should not be regarded 
ass the inevitable outcome of the religious controversy involving Coornhert 
andd the ministers. The States of Holland feared a new debate would give 
risee to public dissatisfaction or worse; most delegates would have 
preferredd the setting in motion of legal procedures against Coornhert. In 
Februaryy 1583, the States agreed to a resolution by which they banned 
Coornhert'ss writings, and also announced plans for a formal 
investigationn of his work, including the much talked-of 'Examination'. 
Suchh a course of action would have legitimised sanctions against 
Coornhert.. However, the resolution remained was never implemented. 
Thee ministers appealed to the States, but their efforts came to nothing. 
Ass the summer wore on, the churchmen changed their tune. Ruefully, 
theyy stated that the States had shamefully neglected their task of 
safeguardingg the public church. Martyrs had given their lives in order to 
establishh the true faith in The Netherlands, but now God's grace towards 
thee Dutch people was being openly squandered. The ministers petitioned 
forr a public debate with Coornhert, supervised by the States, in order to 
provee to the world the soundness of their church and doctrine. 

Inn the meantime, Adrianus Saravia (c.1532-1613) - a former 
chaplainn to William of Orange - had taken up the post of minister in 
Leiden.. This moderate 'Calvinist' joined the ranks of the Delft ministers 
andd was to play a major part in the disputation in The Hague, where he 
spokee on behalf of his colleagues. In October 1583 the States finally 
agreedd to a proper colloquy, an 'open' debate in a public setting, far 
removedd from the formal investigation they had previously envisaged. 
Coornhertt had felt increasingly uncomfortable with the States' 
impendingg sanctions against him. He put the government under 
considerablee pressure to give up on their original plans, by threatening to 
stayy away from the disputation altogether. Coornhert knew this would 
seriouslyy discredit the States, as he trusted many would regard the States' 
lackk of consideration towards him as an act of suppression. In the end, 
however,, the ministers proved to be of decisive importance in enforcing 
aa debate which did not predetermine a forthright condemnation of 
Coornhert'ss views. 
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Thee disputation in The Hague was organised on a grand scale. 
Thee States of Holland commissioned no less than nineteen men to watch 
overr the proceedings. Among them, the six members of the Supreme 
Courtt (Hoge Raad) would in practice act as the States' most important 
representatives.. The disputation took place in the Binnenhof — the 
Dutchh seat of government up til l the present day - where the official 
quarterss of the Supreme Council could also be found. 'Various kinds of 
people'' attended, though exact numbers are lacking. It is unlikely that 
anyy of them were able to attend on a daily basis, as the disputation was a 
ven'' lengthy one. Allowing for a lengthy break in November (when 
Coornhert'ss wife suddenly fell ill) , the disputation ran from 27 October 
too 1 December 1583. Eleven days of intense debating, however, could 
nott bring the argument to a conclusion. 

Duringg the preliminary talks, Coornhert again clashed with the 
States'' commissioners. He demanded his own notary to ensure a fair 
reportt of the proceedings, and also asked for unlimited access to these 
records.. In the end he was granted his personal notary. He could also 
takee home the records of the day's proceedings, but had to promise 
neverr to publish these without the States' prior consent. Under these 
ver}'' tense circumstances, the disputation, in which Coornhert's 
'Examination'' provided the status quaestionis, progressed slowly. Both 
partiess referred to the principle of 'pertinentia', as they claimed the 
argumentss used were inappropriate. The commissioners intervened 
twice,, on the advice of the ministers, and by doing so drastically changed 
thee course of the proceedings. Finally, Saravia spoke for four days in a 
row.. Though Coornhert succeeded in thwarting many of Saravia's 
strategies,, in the end the latter managed to push Coornhert to the side. 

Saraviaa opted for an indirect approach, as he circumnavigated 
contentiouss issues, and focused on interpretative differences of a 
semanticc rather than theological kind. In doing so, he seems to have 
harkedd back to the medieval ars obligatoria. According to this 'system' of 
logicall  argumentation, the opponens (in this case Saravia) should try to 
cornerr his adversary by proposing divergent semantic readings of a 
numberr of key terms in his defence. Coornhert, however, was not to be 
caughtt out by Saravia's subtle argumentation, though he ran into trouble 
nevertheless.. During the final stages of the debate, Saravia forced 
Coornhertt into presenting a caricature of his views on justification. He 
wass left no other option but to defend the absolute impossibility' of 
attainingg salvation if not in a state of sinlessness. Bv driving Coornhert's 
perfectibilistt to this extreme, Saravia could put forward a more 'humane' 
vieww of human nature, which he coined in such a way as to correspond 
too some of Coornhert's highly popular views on the subject. In so doing, 
Saraviaa too proved himself a masterly rhetorician. 
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Whenn Saravia had finished his argument, the States' 
commissionerss announced the end of the debate. Coornhert was asked 
too hand in a written reply to Saravia's final 'lecture', to which the 
ministerss would react in turn. These papers would eventually be read out 
inn public. Both parties complied, but the States decided against another 
formall  gathering in The Hague. Much to Coornhert's dismay, the States 
consideredd the case closed. 

Inn the winter of 1583/ 1584, the war against Spain seemed better served 
withoutt yet another cosdy, time-consuming and hazardous disputation. 
Thee Leiden and The Hague debates were both cancelled prematurely, 
butt that does not disqualify them as objects of historical research. Quite 
thee opposite, an analysis of these debates has proved instructive to our 
understandingg of the political, religious and intellectual culture of late 
sixteenth-centuryy Holland. 

AA strong public church was considered vital to maintaining 
concordd in society. For this reason, the States of Holland had hoped to 
putt an end to Coornhert's criticism of the Dutch Reformed Church. His 
waywardd behaviour was thought to affect the authority of both the 
Reformedd Church and the secular government. Despite reservations, the 
Statess permitted a number of Reformed ministers either publicly to 
refutee Coornhert's teachings (Leiden) or to reach some sort of 
arrangementt with him (The Hague). Government support of the 
Reformedd Church proved the backbone of these illuminating 
'disputationss by decree'. 


